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1. Data Generation And Collection Pipeline

The Figure 1 shows the pipeline to generate and collect
our proposed DeepFake MNIST+ dataset. First, we collect
the real videos from the VoxCeleb1 [5], extract the frames
from these real videos as the source identity images. Then
we shot driving videos with ten actions through the volun-
teers. In order to match the format of VoxCeleb1 videos,
which are face-cropped and have the size of 256x256 resolu-
tion. We made a face-cropped version of driving videos with
MTCNN modules [7] and also resize them into 256x256
resolution. We use Siarohin’s framework [6] for animation
video generation to produce face animation videos. It is a
SOTA animation framework such that it even could capture
the detail of eyeball moving. A single source image and
a driving video were passed to the generator each time to
produce single animation videos with a specific action. The
generated videos were filtered with Liveness detector APIs
to collect the challenging videos. Finally, 10,000 passed ani-
mation videos with ten actions (1000 videos for each action)
and selected 10,000 real videos from VoxCeleb1 from our
proposed DeepFake MNIST+ dataset.

2. More Examples of Data
2.1. Compressed Images

We demonstrate some raw and compressed (in both C23
and C40 compression rate under H.264 codec) video frames
in Figure 2. The higher rate means heavier compression.
As we can see, the c23 compression rate only leads to a
minor impact on visual video quality. However, the frames
suffer significant detail loss and blur effect under the c40
compression rate.

2.2. Driving Video samples

In this section, we present some driving video samples
of different actions for animating the source images in Fig-
ure 3. The driving videos of embarrassment are picked from
ADFES dataset [2].

Figure 1: The pipeline to generate and collect our proposed DeepFake MNIST+ dataset.
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3. More experiments

DFDC[1] DF-1.0[3] Celeb-DF[4]
without finetune 61.2% 60.7% 57.2%

finetune 95.6% 96.1% 95.1%

Table 1: Accuracy of detecting DeepFake Mnist+ using the
models trained with previous datasets. Fine-tuning means
fine-tuned with proposed dataset.
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Figure 2: The samples of raw and corresponding compressed (both c23 and c40) video frames.
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Figure 3: The driving video samples for animating the source images.
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